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An Optimal Algorithm to Construt All Voronoi Diagramsfor k Nearest Neighbor Searh in T2Pedro J. Rezende Rodrigo B. WestruppAbstratIn this paper, we generalize to the oriented projetive plane T2 an algorithm foronstruting all order k Voronoi diagrams in the Eulidean plane. We also show that,for �xed k and for a �nite set of sites, an order k Voronoi diagram in T2 has an exatnumber of regions. Furthermore, we show that the order k Voronoi diagram of a set ofn sites in T2 is antipodal to its order n� k Voronoi diagram, 8k : 1 � k < n.1 IntrodutionThe problem of answering k nearest neighbor queries with arbitrary k has an eÆientsolution based on the a priori onstrution of all order k Voronoi diagrams. This is theapproah used in the optimal algorithm due to Frank Dehne [1℄ for the Eulidian Plane.We present a generalization of this algorithm for the two-dimensional oriented projetivespae T2 [8℄. This spae handles oriented lines as well as many other fundamental geometrionepts in a onsistent way. Setion 2 gives some referenes related to Oriented ProjetiveGeometry. In setion 3, we present several properties of Voronoi diagrams, some of themintrinsi of this spae. For example, the order k Voronoi diagram of a �nite set of sites inT2 has an exat number of regions. Furthermore, this diagram is antipodal to the ordern� k Voronoi diagram of the same set of sites, 8k : 1 � k < n. Finally, setion 4 presentsthe algorithm and a proof of its orretness.2 Oriented Projetive GeometryFor the sake of oniseness and due to limited availability of spae, we refer the reader whomight be unfamiliar with the basi onepts and notations related to Oriented ProjetiveGeometry to the books [7℄ and [8℄. It might also be of interest to read the theses [2℄, [6℄and the papers [3℄, [5℄.3 Voronoi Diagrams in T2In this setion, we present several properties of Voronoi diagrams in T2. Some propertiesare general and an be applied to Voronoi diagrams in R2, while others are intrinsi of T2.1



2 P. J. Rezende and R. B. Westrupp3.1 Properties of Order k Voronoi Diagrams in T2De�nition 1: Let p, q 2T2, where at least one of them is a proper point. dT2(p; q) :T2 � T2 ! T1, is de�ned as:dT2(p; q) = �q(pxqw � qxpw)2 + (pyqw � qypw)2; pwqw�De�nition 2: The order relation between T1 points is de�ned as follows. Let p, q be pointsin T1. We say that p�T1 q if and only if:(i) pwqw � 0; pw � 0; qw � 0 or(ii) pwqw > 0; pxqw � qxpw.It is easy to verify that dT2 satis�es the same axioms as (real-valued) distane funtionsand it is, therefore, a generalization of this notion. We all dT2(p; q) the two-sided EulideanPlane distane from p to q.In the following setions, we let S � T2 denote a set of n points, alled sites. Let :Sdenote the set of points that are antipodal to the sites in S. Let k be an integer, 1 � k < n.For eah subset Hk � S of k sites, denote by Vk(Hk; S) the set:fx 2 T2 j dT2(x; p)�T1 dT2(x; q); 8p 2 Hk;8q � S nHkg;alled the order k Voronoi region assoiated to Hk. That is, Vk(Hk; S) is the set ofpoints in T2 whose k nearest neighbors in S are the sites in Hk. It follows from dT2 beinga generalization of the Eulidean metri that the set of all order k Voronoi regions forms apartition of T2. We denote this partition Vk(S), and all it the order k Voronoi diagram ofS. We assume that S [ :S ontains no four points with proper irumenter. Under thisassumption, we show that eah Voronoi vertex has degree 3, even if it lies on the line atin�nity 
.Every edge of an order k Voronoi diagram is a portion of a bisetor B(p; q), with p,q 2 S. We denote by �Bk(p; q) the portion of B(p; q) whih is an edge of the order k Voronoidiagram of S, denoted by Vk(S). If H � S and jHj = k, Vk(H; S) denotes the region ofVk(S) assoiated to the sites in H.Lemma 1: If p, q, r are points in T2, then:dT2(r; p)�T1 dT2(r; q)() dT2(:r; p)�T1 dT2(:r; q)Proof: Let [x1; w1℄ and [x2; w2℄ be the oordinates, in T1, of dT2(r; p) and dT2(r; q),respetively. Then,dT2(r; p)�T1 dT2(r; q)() [x1; w1℄�T1 [x2; w2℄By the de�nition of �T1 ,[x1; w1℄�T1 [x2; w2℄()either



An Optimal Algorithm to Construt All Voronoi Diagrams in T 2 3(i) w1w2 � 0 and w1 � 0 and w2 � 0 ()(�w1)(�w2) � 0 and w1 � 0 and w2 � 0 ()(�w2)(�w1) � 0 and (�w2) � 0 and (�w1) � 0;or(ii) w1w2 > 0 and x1w2 � x2w1 ()(�w1)(�w2) > 0 and x1(�w2) � x2(�w1) ()(�w1)(�w2) > 0 and x2(�w1) � x1(�w2).Sine ((i) or (ii)) () [x1;�w1℄�T1 [x2;�w2℄, it follows that[x1; w1℄�T1 [x2; w2℄ () [x1;�w1℄�T1 [x2;�w2℄.By the de�nition of two-sided Eulidean Plane distane:dT2(r; p) = [x1; w1℄ () dT2(:r; p) = [x1;�w1℄:Similarly, dT2(r; q) = [x2; w2℄ () dT2(:r; q) = [x2;�w2℄:Therefore, we have proven thatdT2(r; p)�T1 dT2(r; q)() dT2(:r; p)�T1 dT2(:r; q): �Theorem 1: The order k Voronoi diagram of a set S of n sites in T2 is antipodal to itsorder n� k Voronoi diagram, 8k : 1 � k < n.Proof: Consider the order k Voronoi diagram of S, Vk(S), and a point x 2 T2. Let Hk bea proper subset of S, ontaining k of its sites. By de�nition,x 2 Vk(Hk; S)() dT2(x; p)�T1 dT2(x; q);8p 2 Hk; 8q 2 S nHkBy Lemma 1,x 2 Vk(Hk; S)() dT2(:x; p)�T1 dT2(:x; q);8p 2 Hk; 8q 2 S nHk ;whih is equivalent tox 2 Vk(Hk; S)() dT2(:x; q)�T1 dT2(:x; p);8q 2 S nHk; 8p 2 Hk ;or x 2 Vk(Hk; S)() :x 2 Vn�k(S nHk; S): �The following lemma, whose Eulidian version an be found in [4℄, desribes the properpoints of T2 whih lie on edges of some order k Voronoi diagram. For a desription of pointsat in�nity, see Lemma 3 and Theorem 4.



4 P. J. Rezende and R. B. WestruppLemma 2: Let Vk(S) be the order k Voronoi diagram of a set S of sites in T2. p =2 
 isa point of an edge �Bk(si; sj) of Vk(S) if and only if the irle entered at p with radiusdT2(p; si) = dT2(q; sj) ontains k � 1 sites of S in its interior.Proof: It is a simple generalization of the proof of lemma 3 due to Lee [4℄. �Theorem 2: Let v, :v 2 T2 be the proper irumenters of sa, sb, s 2 S, with sa, sb, son the same range of T2. Let H denote the set of sites that are loser to v than sa, sb, sare: H = fz 2 S : dT2(v; z)<T1 dT2(v; sa)gand let k = jHj. Then, v is a Voronoi vertex of Vk+1(S) and Vk+2(S), while :v is a Voronoivertex of Vn�k�1(S) and Vn�k�2(S). Furthermore, the edges and regions that are inidenton v and :v are given on the diagrams shown in �gures 1 and 2, respetively.
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Figure 1: Inident edges: (a) v on the front range and (b) :v on the bak range.
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aFigure 2: Inident edges: (a) v on the bak range and (b) :v on the front range.Proof: It is a generalization of the proof of theorem 1 due to Dehne [1℄. By Theorem 1, itfollows that the edges inident on :v are the edges antipodal to those inident on v. �Theorem 3: Let sa, sb, s 2 S and v 2 T2 n 
 be a Voronoi vertex of Vi(S) so that:v 2 Vi(A; S) \ Vi(B; S) \ Vi(C; S);:v is a Voronoi vertex of Vj(S),:v 2 Vj(A0; S) \ Vj(B0; S) \ Vj(C 0; S);and v and :v are the proper irumenters of sa, sb, s. Let H denote the set of sites of Sthat are loser to v than sa, sb, s are:H = fz 2 S : dT2(v; z)<T1 dT2(v; sa)g
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Figure 3: Edges of Vk+1 inident on v: (a) v on the front range and (b) v on the bak range.The shaded area represents the interior of the irle entered at p. Note that, in both ases,this irle ontains jHj = k sites in its interior.
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Figure 4: Edges of Vk+2 inident on v: (a) v on the front range and (b) v on the bak range.The irle entered at q, in both ases, ontains jHj+ 1 = k + 1 sites in its interior.



8 P. J. Rezende and R. B. Westruppand let k = jHj. Then, eitheri = k + 1 and j = n� k � 1 withfA; B; Cg = fH [ fsag; H [ fsbg; H [ fsgg andfA0; B0; C 0g = fS n (H [ fsag); S n (H [ fsbg); S n (H [ fsg)gori = k + 2 and j = n� k � 2 withfA; B; Cg = fH [ fsa; sbg; H [ fsb; sg; H [ fsa; sgg andfA0; B0; C 0g = fS n (H [ fsa; sbg); S n (H [ fsb; sg); S n (H [ fsa; sg)g.Proof: It follows as a generalization of theorem 2 in [1℄. By Theorem 1, we have thatA0 = S n A, B0 = S n B and C 0 = S n C. �Theorem 2 presents a suÆient ondition for a point v =2 
 to be a Voronoi vertex ofVk+1(S) and Vk+2(S). On the other hand, Theorem 3 shows that the ondition is neessary.Hene, Theorem 2 desribes all proper verties and its inident edges and regions of alldiagrams Vk(S), 8k : 1 � k � n � 1. Before we desribe verties at in�nity, we need thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 3: Consider the identity homeomorphism h whih maps the spherial model ofT2 to the unit sphere S2 � R3. Let B(q; �) denote the set of points of S2 whose R3 distanefrom q 2 S2 is less than or equal to �. The neighborhood N(p; �) on T2 is the set of pointsh�1(r), with r 2 B(h(p); �).The following lemma haraterizes the points whih lie on edges of some order k Voronoidiagram. Corollary 1, whih follows from Lemma 3, is used in Theorem 5 for haraterizingthe verties at in�nity.Lemma 3: If p 2 T2 is a point whih borders two adjaent Voronoi regions Vk(H [ fsag)and Vk(H [ fsbg) of Vk(S), then p is ontained in the liner = norm(dir(sa _ sb)) _midpoint(sa; sb):Proof: Consider a point p 2 T2 whih borders two adjaent Voronoi regions Vk(H [ fsag)and Vk(H [ fsbg) of Vk(S). If p =2 
, then dT2(p; sa) = dT2(p; sb) and the kth nearestneighbor of p is sa or sb. Sine p =2 
, p is ontained in r. If p 2 
, by ontradition,suppose that p is not in r. Then, either(i) sa and sb are on di�erent ranges, in whih ase r = 
, whih ontains p, a ontraditionto p =2 r;or(ii) sa and sb are on the same range, in whih ase p 2 
 and p =2 r. If we take � > 0 suÆ-iently small, the neighborhood N(p; �) ontains points of only one region, a ontraditionto the fat that p borders Vk(H [ fsag) and Vk(H [ fsbg). Again, we have a ontradition.�



An Optimal Algorithm to Construt All Voronoi Diagrams in T 2 9Corollary 1: If v 2 
 is a vertex of Vk(S) then there exist sa; sb 2 S with sa and sb onthe same range of T2, suh thatv 2 r = norm(dir(sa _ sb)) _midpoint(sa; sb):Let sa, sb, s 2 S. We denote by M(a; b; ) and :M(a; b; ) the irumenters of sa,sb, s. Sine all sites are oirular if we take any point on 
 as their irumenter, thereis no site in the interior of a irle entered at a point on 
. Theorem 2 is not enough toharaterize to whih Voronoi diagrams a vertex on 
 belongs. Theorems 4 and 5 desribewhih vertex M(a; b; j), irumenter of sa, sb, sj 2 S, is adjaent to a vertex v 2 
 and towhih Voronoi diagrams v belongs. Firstly, let us establish suÆient onditions.Theorem 4: Let v 2 
 and sa; sb 2 S, with sa and sb on the same range of T2, suh thatv 2 r = norm(dir(sa _ sb)) _midpoint(sa; sb):If there exists at least one site on the opposite range of sa and sb, then it is suÆient for vto be a vertex of Vk(S), 1 � k < n, that either(i)9 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg : M(a; b; j) is a proper vertex of Vk(S), suh that there are no otherverties of Vk(S) in the segment from M(a; b; j) to v,or(ii)9 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg : M(a; b; j) is a vertex of Vk(S) and 8 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg; withM(a; b; j) 2 Vk(S), we have M(a; b; j) 2 
.Proof: Let sa; sb 2 S, with sa and sb on the same range of T2, suh thatv 2 r = norm(dir(sa _ sb)) _midpoint(sa; sb):Consider that there exists at least one site on the range opposite to sa and sb.Assume that ase (i) ours. Sine M(a; b; j) is a vertex of Vk(S), then it borders at leastthree regions, among them Vk(H[fsag) and Vk(H[fsbg). Sine there are no other vertiesof Vk(S) in the segment from M(a; b; j) to v, these regions are also adjaent to v. Thus,v borders Vk(H [ fsag) and Vk(H [ fsbg). Now, onsider a neighborhood N(v; �). If � issuÆiently small, then the portion of N(v; �) that is on the range opposite to M(a; b; j)ontains points whih are loser to a point s on that range than sa and sb are. Therefore,s is among the k nearest neighbors of these points, i.e, there exists a region Vk(H 0 [ fsg),with sa =2 H 0 and sb =2 H 0, suh that v also borders Vk(H 0 [ fsg). Therefore, v is a vertexof Vk(S).Assume now that ase (ii) ours. Sine v 2 
 and v 2 r, v is either M(a; b; j) or:M(a; b; j). If v is M(a; b; j) then it is a vertex. Otherwise, sine M(a; b; j) is a vertex ofVk(S) and 8 sj 2 Snfsa; sbg; withM(a; b; j) 2 Vk(S), we haveM(a; b; j) 2 
,M(a; b; j) hasan adjaent vertex on r ^
, whih is not M(a; b; j). Thus, it is :M(a; b; j), i.e, :M(a; b; j)is a vertex of Vk(S). Sine v is either M(a; b; j) or :M(a; b; j), but v is not M(a; b; j), thenv is :M(a; b; j), whih is a vertex of Vk(S). �



10 P. J. Rezende and R. B. WestruppNote that we assumed that S [ :S ontains no four points with proper irumenter.Therefore, it is easy to see that, in ase (ii) of Theorem 4, the only verties on r are v and:v. We now show the onverse of Theorem 4.Theorem 5: Let v 2 
 be a vertex of Vk(S). Then there exist sa; sb 2 S with sa and sbon the same range of T2 suh thatv 2 r = norm(dir(sa _ sb)) _midpoint(sa; sb)and there exists at least one site on the range opposite to sa and sb. We also have either(i)9 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg : M(a; b; j) is a proper vertex of Vk(S), suh that there are no otherverties of Vk(S) in the segment from M(a; b; j) to v,or(ii)9 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg : M(a; b; j) is a vertex of Vk(S) and 8 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg; withM(a; b; j) 2 Vk(S), we have M(a; b; j) 2 
.Proof: By Corollary 1, if v 2 
 is a vertex of Vk(S) then 9 sa; sb 2 S with sa and sb onthe same range of T2 suh thatv 2 r = norm(dir(sa _ sb)) _midpoint(sa; sb)� If sa and sb are the only sites on its range, then either:1. There is no site on the opposite range, S = fsa; sbg. Thus, the only Voronoi diagramis V1(fsa; sbg) whih is just line r, i.e, there are no verties, a ontradition to v being avertex of some Vk(S); or2. There exists at least one site on the opposite range of sa and sb. Thus, M(a; b; j) 2
; 8 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg. Sine v is a vertex of Vk(S) and v is a irumenter of sa, sb and anysite on its opposite range, 9 sj 2 S n fsa; sbg : M(a; b; j) is a vertex of Vk(S). This implies(ii).� If there exists at least one site on the same range as sa and sb, then either:1. There is no site on the opposite range, in whih ase S = S0 [ fsa; sbg, with all sites ofS0 on the same range as sa and sb. Therefore, there is no vertex on 
, a ontradition to vbeing a vertex of some Vk(S); or2. There exists at least one site s on the range opposite to sa and sb. So v is an intersetionof r and 
, where 
 an be regarded as the bisetor of s and any other site on thesame range of sa and sb. By ontradition, assume that (i) is false. Let S00 � S bethe set of sites suh that M(a; b; s0), with s0 2 S00, is a vertex of Vk(S) in the segmentfrom M(a; b; j) to v. Consider the vertex M(a; b; s01) 2 Vk(S), with s01 2 S00. Sine (i)was assumed to be false, the segment from M(a; b; s01) to v ontains another irumenterM(a; b; s02) 2 Vk(S), with s02 2 S00. In the same way, the segment from M(a; b; s02) to vmust ontain another irumenter M(a; b; s03) 2 Vk(S), with s03 2 S00. This implies that



An Optimal Algorithm to Construt All Voronoi Diagrams in T 2 11the number of irumenters is in�nite and therefore S would also be an in�nite set, aontradition. This implies (i). �Below, we show that the order k Voronoi diagram of a �nite set of sites has an exatnumber of regions. Before that, we present some de�nitions and properties used in theproof.De�nition 4: In the order k + 1 Voronoi diagram, we refer to v as a lose-type vertex,while in the order k + 2 diagram v is a far-type vertex. See Theorem 2.De�nition 5: An edge e is a lose-type edge of Vi(S) if and only if both verties of e arelose-type in Vi(S).De�nition 6: An edge e is a far-type edge of Vi(S) if and only if e is inident on at leastone far-type vertex of Vi(S).De�nition 7: Vi+1(H) is a type I region of Vi+1(S) if and only if Vi+1(H) ontains in itsinterior only one edge e of Vi(S), and e is lose-type in Vi(S).De�nition 8: Vi+1(H) is a type II region of Vi+1(S) if and only if Vi+1(H) ontains in itsinterior only far-type verties and far-type edges of Vi(S).Lemma 4 guarantees that no other types of regions an our. Lemmas 4 and 5 aregeneralizations of lemmas 8 and 10 in [4℄, respetively.Lemma 4: Every region of any Voronoi diagram Vi(S) is either a type I region or a typeII region.Lemma 5: If Vi(H) ontains m far-type verties of Vi�1(S) in its interior, then it alsoontains 2m+ 1 far-type edges of Vi�1(S).The following lemma establishes a relation between the number of verties, edges andregions of any order k Voronoi diagram. Lemma 7 shows the exat number of regions ofthe order k Voronoi diagram of a �nite set of sites. This is an intrinsi property of T2.Lemma 6: Let Vk denote the number of verties, Ek the number of edges and Fk thenumber of regions of Vk(S), 1 � k � n� 1. Then Vk = 2Fk � 4 and Ek = 3Fk � 6.Proof: Sine Fk is the number of faes of the subdivision orresponding to Vk(S) and eahvertex of Vk(S) has degree 3. Then, by Euler's formula, Ek+2 = Vk+Fk. Sine Ek = 32Vk,we have Vk = 2Fk � 4 and Ek = 3Fk � 6. �



12 P. J. Rezende and R. B. WestruppLemma 7: The number Fk of regions of Vk(S), 1 � k � n� 1, isFk = 2k(n� k)� n+ 2Proof: Let Ei be the number of edges and Vi the number of verties of Vi(S). Let V 0i+1denote the number of lose-type verties of Vi+1(S), i.e., the number of verties of Vi+1(S)that do not exist in Vi(S). Then, Vi+1 = V 0i+1 + V 0i orV 0i+1 = Vi+1 � V 0i : (1)Let E0i+1 denote the number of lose-type edges (edges onneting only lose-type ver-ties) and E00i+1 the number of far-type edges (edges inident on at least one far-type vertexof Vi+1(S)). We have E1 = E01 andEi+1 = E0i+1 +E00i+1:Sine eah lose-type edge of Vi+1(S) orresponds to a type I region of Vi+2(S), the numberF 0i+2 of type I regions of Vi+2(S) is equal to the number E0i+1 of lose-type edges of Vi+1(S).Let F 00i+2 denote the number of type II regions of Vi+2(S) and let mj be the number of far-type verties of Vi+1(S) ontained in the interior of the jth type II region of Vi+2(S). LetV 00i+1 denote the total number of far-type verties of Vi+1(S). Then, we have:F 00i+2Xj=1 mj = V 00i+1 = V 0iBy Lemma 5, the number ej of edges inident on these mj verties is ej = 2mj + 1. Then,E00i+1 = F 00i+2Xj=1 ej = 2 F 00i+2Xj=1 mj + F 00i+2 = 2V 0i + F 00i+2or F 00i+2 = E00i+1 � 2V 0i . Therefore,Fi+2 = F 0i+2 + F 00i+2= E0i+1 +E00i+1 � 2V 0i= Ei+1 � 2V 0iSine F1 = n, we have F2 = E1� 2V 00 = E1 = 3F1� 6 = 3n� 6, by Lemma 6. Furthermore,Fk+2 = Ek+1 � 2V 0k = 3Fk+1 � 6� 2V 0k.By (1), V 0k = Vk � V 0k�1, and V 01 = V1 = 2F1 � 4 = 2n� 4, by Lemma 6. Then,V 0k = Vk � (Vk�1 � V 0k�2) = (Vk � Vk�1) + V 0k�2:Therefore, V 0k =Pki=dk=2e+1(V2i�k � V2i�k�1) + V2dk=2e�k =Pki=1[(�1)k�iVi℄, i.e.,V 0k = kXi=1[(�1)k�i(2Fi � 4)℄:



An Optimal Algorithm to Construt All Voronoi Diagrams in T 2 13Then, Fk+2 = 3Fk+1 � 6� 2 kXi=1[(�1)k�i(2Fi � 4)℄: (2)By indution on k, we an prove that:Fk = 2k(n� k)� n+ 2Basis: F1 = n and F2 = 3n� 6.Hypothesis (1): 9 j � 2 suh thatFk = 2k(n� k)� n+ 2; 8k : 1 � k � jIndution Step: By (2),Fk+1 = 3Fk � 6� 2 k�1Xi=1[(�1)k�1�i(2Fi � 4)℄:By indution on k, we an prove that:k�1Xi=1[(�1)k�1�i(2Fi � 4)℄ = Fk � n+ 2k � 2Basis: k = 2:1Xi=1[(�1)1�i(2Fi � 4)℄ = 2F1 � 4 = 2F1 � 4 = 2n� 4 = F2 � n+ 2(2) � 2Hypothesis (2): 9 k � 2:k�1Xi=1[(�1)k�1�i(2Fi � 4)℄ = Fk � n+ 2k � 2Indution Step:kXi=1[(�1)k�i(2Fi � 4)℄ = (�1)k�k(2Fk � 4) + k�1Xi=1 [(�1)k�i(2Fi � 4)℄= 2Fk � 4� k�1Xi=1 [(�1)k�1�i(2Fi � 4)℄By hypothesis (2), kXi=1[(�1)k�i(2Fi � 4)℄ =



14 P. J. Rezende and R. B. Westrupp= 2Fk � 4� (Fk � n+ 2k � 2)= Fk + n� 2k � 2= 2k(n� k)� n+ 2 + n� 2k � 2, by hypothesis (1)= 2k(n� k)� 2k= 2(k + 1)(n� k)� 2(n� k)� 2k= 2(k + 1)(n� k � 1) + 2(k + 1)� 2n= [2(k + 1)(n� (k + 1))� n+ 2℄� n+ 2(k + 1)� 2= Fk+1 � n+ 2(k + 1)� 2 �Then, Fk+1 = 3Fk � 6� 2[Fk � n+ 2k � 2℄ = Fk + 2n� 4k � 2By hypothesis (1),Fk+1 = 2k(n� k)� n+ 2 + 2n� 4k � 2= 2k(n� k) + n� 4k= 2k(n� k � 1)� 2k + n= 2(k + 1)(n� k � 1)� 2(n� k � 1)� 2k + n= 2(k + 1)(n� (k + 1)) � n+ 2 �Theorem 6: Let Vk denote the number of verties, Ek the number of edges and Fk thenumber of regions of Vk(S), 1 � k � n� 1, then we have:(i) �(Vk) = �(Ek) = �(Fk), 8k : 1 � k � n� 1(ii) Fk 2 O(k(n� k)) � O(kn);8k : 1 � k � n� 1(iii) Pn�1k=1 Fk 2 �(n3)(iv) Pn�1k=1 kFk 2 �(n4)Proof: It is a generalization of theorem 3 in [1℄. �4 The AlgorithmIn this setion, we present an algortihm for onstruting all order k Voronoi diagrams Vk(S).An array L of all irumenters is onstruted and with eah irumenter we maintain theirinident edges and regions. Eah Vk(S) is represented by a linked list of verties, eah vertexorresponding to a irumenter in L.1. Construt an array L of all irumentersM(a; b; ) and :M(a; b; ), a > b > , eahof whih de�ned by three sites sa, sb and s of S. Store M(a; b; ), :M(a; b; ) and(a; b; ) on L at address �a�13 �+ �b�12 �+ .



An Optimal Algorithm to Construt All Voronoi Diagrams in T 2 152. Traverse L and alulate, for eah M(a; b; ), the setH(a; b; ) = fz 2 S : dT2(M(a; b; ); z)<T1 dT2(M(a; b; ); sa)gand the rays and regions inident on M(a; b; ), as desribed in Theorem 2. For:M(a; b; ), Theorem 1 implies that the set :H(a; b; ) = S nH(a; b; )nfsa; sb; sg.If jH(a; b; )j = k then H(a; b; ) is the set of k sites that are loser to M(a; b; )than sa, sb and s are, while :H(a; b; ) is the set of n� k� 3 sites that are loser to:M(a; b; ) than sa, sb and s are. Add M(a; b; ) to the end of the orrespondinglinked lists of Vk+1(S) and Vk+2(S). Similarly, add :M(a; b; ) to the end of theorresponding linked lists of Vn�k�2(S) and Vn�k�1(S). Store with M(a; b; ) in L,the address of M(a; b; ) and :M(a; b; ) in suh lists.3. Traverse L again to link the verties of the same Vk(S). Eah M(a; b; ) is a vertexin the lists of Vi(S) and Vi+1(S), with 6 inident rays. For eah ray r, whih is aportion of B(sa; sb), inident on M(a; b; ) of Vj(S), hek whether M(a; b; d), withsd 2 S n fsa; sb; sg, is a vertex of Vj(S), suh that M(a; b; d) � B(sa; sb). If thereare more suh M(a; b; d), take the one with the smallest distane from M(a; b; ).If M(a; b; ) 2 
 and M(a; b; d) 2 
, then we take the one in the smallest neigh-borhood N(M(a; b; ); �). If M(a; b; ) =2 
 and M(a; b; d) 2 
 then we hek theases desribed in Theorem 5. Redue r to an edge (M(a; b; ); M(a; b; d)) and theorresponding ray of M(a; b; d) to an edge (M(a; b; d); M(a; b; )).4.1 CorretnessStep 1 omputes all irumenters M(a; b; ) de�ned by three sites sa, sb and s of S.Step 2 alulates the set H of the k sites that are loser to M(a; b; ) than sa, sb and sare. By Theorem 2, eah M(a; b; ) =2 
 orresponds to a vertex of Vk+1(S) and Vk+2(S).By Theorem 3, these are all the proper verties of all diagrams Vk(S). Step 3 just linksthe adjaent verties. If M(a; b; ) and M(a; b; d) =2 
 then the orretness follows fromTheorem 3. It still remains to prove that the verties at in�nity are orretly linked. ByTheorem 5, if a vertex M(a; b; ) 2 
, then either:(i) it has an adjaent vertex M(a; b; j) not in 
 or(ii) all of its adjaents verties M(a; b; j) 2 
.In ase (i), M(a; b; ) is a vertex adjaent to M(a; b; j). Sine M(a; b; j) =2 
 they arelinked in step 3. In ase (ii), the vertex adjaent to M(a; b; ) in Vk(S) is the one with thesmallest neighborhood N(M(a; b; ); �). It is linked to M(a; b; ) in step 3.By Theorem 4, these are all the improper verties of all diagrams Vk(S). Sine all theproper or improper verties of all diagrams Vk(S) are omputed and orretly linked, wehave proven the orretness of the algorithm.4.2 Spae and Time ComplexityThe spae omplexity of the algorithm is
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�(n�1Xk=1 kVk) = �(n�1Xk=1 kFk) = �(n4):Eah irumenter is omputed in onstant time. Sine there are �(n3) irumenters,step 1 takes �(n3) time. In the seond step, for eah of these irumenters, the algorithmdoes �(n) iterations, i.e., step 2 takes �(n4) time. In the same way, step 3 takes �(n4)time. Therefore, the algorithm takes �(n4) time and uses �(n4) spae and, by Theorem 6,it is optimal.5 Conluding RemarksWe have presented a generalization for T2 of an algorithm to onstrut all order k Voronoidiagrams in R2. We have also shown that, for �xed k and for a �nite set of sites, an orderk Voronoi diagram in T2 has an exat number of regions.We note that the orretness proof of this generalized algorithm for T2 is more omplexthan for the Eulidean plane. However, this generalization maintains the same simpliityof the original algorithm.We have implemented the algorithm and it is useful in visualizing all the diagrams, sinewe do not have to onstrut eah one independently. Figure 5 shows the order 2 Voronoidiagram of a set of points on the front range. Note that, as opposed to what happens inR2, even on unbounded regions of the diagram in T2 every edge is adjaent to two verties,i.e. unbounded regions do not have to be onsidered speial ases. Figure 6 shows the order2 diagram for a set ontaining points on the front and on the bak range. Note the edgesand verties on the line at in�nity.Even though the algorithm desribed in this paper onstruts all order k Voronoi dia-grams in T2 and has remarkable simpliity, it does not allow for the onstrution of a singlediagram. As further studies in this topi, we are now working on the design of algorithmsfor onstruting eah order k Voronoi diagram in T2 independently.AknowledgmentsThis researh was partially funded by Conselho Naional de Desenvolvimento Cient���o eTenol�ogio | CNPq (grants 132357/98-4 and 300157/90-8); by Funda�~ao de Amparo �aPesquisa do Estado de S~ao Paulo | FAPESP (grant 98/12955-3); and by Finaniadora deEstudos e Projetos | Finep/MCT, Pronex: \Sistemas Avan�ados de Informa�~ao" (grant76.97.1022.00).
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Figure 5: The order 2 Voronoi diagram of a set of points on the front range. Image generatedwith GeoPrO [3℄Referenes[1℄ DEHNE, F. An O(n4) Algorithm to Construt All Voronoi Diagrams for k NearestNeighbor Searhing. Springer-Verlag, Leture Notes in Computer Siene, 154, 1983.[2℄ GON, C. Computa�~ao Exata em Geometria Projetiva Orientada e Tratamento de De-genera�~oes. Master's Thesis, Instituto de Computa�~ao { UNICAMP, June 1996.[3℄ GON, C. and REZENDE, P. J. de Um ambiente distribu��do de visualiza�~ao om suportepara geometria projetiva orientada. Pro. of the IX SIBGRAPI, pp. 71{78. 1996.[4℄ LEE, D. T. On k-Nearest Neighbor Voronoi Diagrams in the Plane. IEEE Transationson Computers, {31, n. 6, June 1982.[5℄ PINTO, G. A. and REZENDE, P. J. de, Representation of onis in the oriented pro-jetive plane. Pro. of the X SIBGRAPI, pp. 71{78. IEEE, 1997.[6℄ PINTO, G. A. Generaliza�~oes do Diagrama de Voronoi onstru��das atrav�es de Côniasno Plano Projetivo Orientado e suas Visualiza�~oes. Master's Thesis, Instituto de Com-puta�~ao { UNICAMP, May 1998.[7℄ REZENDE, P. J. de and STOLFI, J. Fundamentos de Geometria Computaional. IXEsola de Computa�~ao, 1994.
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Figure 6: The order 2 Voronoi diagram for a set ontaining points on the front and on thebak range. Image generated with GeoPrO [3℄[8℄ STOLFI, J. Oriented Projetive Geometry: a framework for geometri omputations.Aademi Press In., 1991.


